You Have Been Nominated
for the SDG Tech Awards 2021,
the largest sustainability award in the Nordics!

The SDG Tech Awards is the ultimate celebration of sustainable technologies
gathering startups, SMEs and corporations to form a cross-sector community of
like-minded companies. This is not just an award show that celebrates and provides
a platform for green technologies, but a multi-phase program that connects these
action-taking members of the community to facilitate the green transition.

“Participating in the SDG Tech Awards creates
a good opportunity not just as a winner,
because even if we had not won the award,
we got connected with very good partners,
entrepreneurs and startups, and you see that
there’s a common goal. So this is an interesting
competition where we all can win.”

Dr. Anuj Dhariwal
Global head of Scouting & Venturing
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Why Participate?
Visibility & Branding

— Use the largest sustainability award in the Nordics to reach new target audiences
and form new partnerships.
— Recognition onstage and at our solutions expo to a live audience of 3000+
businesses, politicians, talents, business angels, partners, innovators, and
more.
Matchmaking Potential

— Use the assessment score from our expert jury panel for your green technology to
increase credibility for investors and stakeholders.
— Matchmaking with partners and investors at the event and solution expo.
— Certification and validation of your green technology from an independent jury panel.
Opportunities for Innovation

— Join Greater Green Hub the largest sustainability community in the Nordics for
access to talent, storytelling, networking and more.
— Invitation to speak at and attend Sustainary events like Green Impact Week and
Copenhagen Green Investment Summit for access to innovation, engagement,
partners, and more.
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Multi-Phase Process
Phase 01 - Pre-event
Once you confirm your
nomination, you will
be asked to complete a
company profile-building
form to be evaluated by our
independent jury panel.

3000+
live viewers
Phase 02 - Event
Based on the jury’s
assessment, 5 finalists in
each of our 10 categories
will be announced, with
the winners to be revealed
at the SDG Tech Awards
show on 12 November.
Event-day activities
include a solution expo
and networking, startup
pitches, keynote speakers,
and more!

Phase 03 - Post-event
Relevant data and
technologies from the event
are shared in the SDG Tech
Awards e-book, including
the coveted Top 100 Danish
Sustainable Technologies
list. As a new Sustainary
community member, the
door to innovation is now
open to speak at events and
access our programs.

Thank you for taking action in sustainable change
for the future - we appreciate your contribution to
accelerating the green transition, and hope you
confirm your nomination to take part in this
exciting event.
Find out more at: https://sdgtechawards.com/
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